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Abstract. The theory of business process management system actively
plays a principle role in the domain of semantic web service and busi-
ness process management. This paper briefly described my current Ph.D
work result and the perspective about specification and verification of
data-centric probabilistic business process system which integrating tra-
ditional probabilistic business process and probabilistic database. The
probabilistic business process system is described by probabilistic au-
tomaton which is an abstracted framework for the transition system.
By integrating probabilistic database, probabilistic automaton would be
provided greater expressive power to handle the probabilistic event and
high volume probabilistic data.
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1 Introduction

This paper is a description of my Ph.D. work. My work focus on data-centric
business process management system which integrates the theory of business
process management described by transition system methodology (ex. proba-
bilistic business process modelled by probabilistic automata)and extending class
of incomplete database(incomplete database,probabilistic database and uncer-
tain database). My current research focus on a specification and verification of
data-centric probabilistic business process system which are capable to represent
probabilistic transition system and uncertain data with the help of probabilistic
automata and probabilistic database. This paper organized as follows. Section
2 states the problem and the main challenge of my research. Section 3 provides
a coarse model of data-centric business process system depicted by probabilistic
automata integrating probabilistic database. In Section 5, I tries to compare the
envisioned research outcome with current literature. Last section is a conclusion.

2 Problem Statement

The research of business process management methodology is blooming and re-
searched by numerous researchers in disparate way. Number of techniques and
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models are integrated in the domain of business process management. My work
mainly focus on the process system and uncertain data. Due to the main task
of business process management, the model and the methodology are served to
improve the business efficiency and aid the business people to manage their busi-
ness. So we would like to propose updated framework to enhance the expressive
power of existing models. Supply chain management is always a suitable entry
point as an experimental field for a novel method of business process manage-
ment. In the traditional supply chain management system, researchers are fond
of process system or called transition system to describe the work flows of supply
chain system. Theoretically, a transition system could be interpreted as a finite
automaton (In this paper, we focus on finite transition system. Moreover in re-
ality, there would be infinite process occurred due to errors, deadlocks, design
problem,etc.). Normally, an automaton consists of four components as follows:

– A set of finite states {s0, s1, ..., sn} which stand for the current state of the
system, denoted as S.

– A non-empty start states s0.
– A set of actions {a0, a1..., an}denoted as Act.
– Transition relations(or called steps) denoted as →⊆ S×Act×S present the

transition from one state to another assigned by actions

The behaviours of automata are described by traces denoted as trace(S)or ex-
ecution fragments which are a sequence of alternating states and actions starting
with a state. A trace would be exampled as follows: trace(S)i = {s0a0s1a1...snan}.
Figure 1 shows a common work flow (described in finite state automaton). We
would like to know if we selected different product, how the process would be.
Imaging if we would like to query data from high volume dataset such as database
and also show this data in the automata. There are several ways to introduce
data into the process, converting the actions of the transitions is a kind of ex-
pressive method and we could find out clearly how the data flow and how the
data influence the transitions in the automata at the same time. So we expand
the notion of actions to guarding formulas which could query or update the
database to return a boolean value true of false such that we capture a kind
of notion of data-centric process model which could be described by finite state
automata ([6] discussed a similar web service model).

Fig. 1. An example work flow
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2.1 Probabilistic Database Centric

After introducing the notion of data-centric service, integrating deterministic
database is not a innovative domain. Nowadays, in the wake of information
explosion, the system is facing to the problem of selecting duplicate data from
the different sources, managing uncertain data etc. Probabilistic database is a
ideal tool to manage the uncertain data.

A probabilistic database (in [2], [3]) is a set of finite possible complete database
which distributed by probabilities denoted as P −DB : {W,Pr}, W = {D1, D2,
...Dn}, Pr is a function Pr : W → [0, 1] such that

∑
D∈W Pr(D) = 1. Formally,

a probabilistic instance consists of a collection of tuples which are distributed
by probabilities and relation between tuples are disjoint (or called mutually
exclusive) or independent. Table 1 shows an example of a probabilistic instance
in which t1 and t2 are disjoint (capable to be considered as a cluster) and t2 and
t3 are independent, as well as the possible world of this probabilistic instance.

Table 1. Example of probabilistic database and its possible world

ID pr

t1 A 70%

t2 B 30%

t3 c 50%

PW tuples Pr

W1 {t1} 35%

W2 {t2} 15%

W3 {t1, t3} 35%

W4 {t2, t3} 15%

As a result, we would like to integrate probabilistic database as the data
source in the data-centric process model described above. Figure 2 shows a data-
centric probabilistic process model by reusing the example in figure 1 and formal
definition of data-centric probabilistic process will be provided in section 3. In
the state of art of investigating the probability and processes, the methodology
of probabilistic process is a critical field. It is valuable to review the methodology
of probabilistic process.

2.2 Probabilistic Process

The methodology of automata has been widely utilized to illustrate the structure
and the behaviours of a system but researchers found that it was not adequate
for more complicated utilizations. In order to increase the expressive power of the
automata, researches considered the probability of the events and the branches in
the automata. Probabilistic business process model (introduced in [4], [8])which
described by probabilistic automata (depicted in [5]) is an attractive innovation
to the theory of process system. As its name described, probabilistic automata
reuse the main components of the traditional automata in additional to pro-
vide probability on the transitions. The transitions of probabilistic automata
are assigned not only actions but also probability distributions {µ0, µ1, ..., µn}
denoted as Distri(S) such that the transition relation of probabilistic automata
is denoted as →⊆ S ×Act×Distri(S)× S.
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2.3 Research Problems and Challenge

Our approach attempts to integrate probabilistic process and probabilistic
database in the form of data-centric probabilistic automata. It would be a combi-
nation of two asynchronous semantics of probability methodology. In the theory
of probabilistic process, the probability distribution from different branches in
one step are mutually exclusive but in contrast, due to the guarding formulas
querying independent tuples from probabilistic database, the transition relation
by considering guarding formulas would be independent transitions. So the re-
search problems and challenge of my work are as follows:

– Modelling data-centric probabilistic business process especially finding a
proper way to present these two asynchronous semantics of probability as
above described.

– Verifying if the data-centric probabilistic process model could be reduced
to the model of probabilistic process and reuse some algorithms which have
been proposed in the probabilistic process.

– Verifying the simulation relation between two data-centric probabilistic pro-
cesses if their guarding formulas queried one certain probabilistic instance,
one uncertain probabilistic instance or two different probabilistic instances
and compare with probabilistic process if the simulation relation algorithm
of probabilistic process could be reused.

– Programming a prototype system to make this model into reality.

3 Proposed Solution

In this section, I would like to introduce this data-centric process model which
captures the stochastic transitions and probabilistic data. Data-centric proba-
bilistic process system has a collection of probabilistic distributions on the tran-
sitions and data. This system could provide an ability to manage uncertain data
and support probability branching choices in the domain of business process
management.

In the model of data-centric probabilistic process system, there are five prin-
ciple components as follows.

– A set of finite states {s0, s1, ..., sn} which stand for the current state of the
system, denoted as S.

– A nonempty start states s0.
– The real world is modelled by probabilistic database which denoted as p-D.
– A set of actions {a0, a1..., an}denoted as Act. An action an may be a guarding

formula fn. A guarding formula queries probabilistic database p-D returning
a boolean value true or false or update the database (insertion, deletion or
modification) returning a boolean value true or false..

– Transition relations which are signed by actions and accompany with prob-
abilistic distributions {µ0, µ1, ..., µn} which denoted as Distri(S). Transition
relations denoted as →⊆ S ×Act×Distri(S)× S
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Fig. 2. An example of data-centric probabilistic business process

The behaviour of this model is described by traces. For a given set of state S,there
are several traces {trace(S)0, trace(S)1, ..., trace(S)n} denoted as Trace(S) cor-
responding to the transition relations Tr(S). A possible trace includes principle
components of the model and depict the execution order of the states inside. A
trace is just like the follows trace(S)0 = {s0a0µ0s1a1µ1s3a3µ3...snanµn}. In the
context of finite process model, we just consider complete trace which is defi-
nitely finite. Figure 2 shows a data-centric probabilistic process and its possible
world modelled by an instance of probabilistic database.

4 Comparison between the Envisioned Research Outcome
and Current Literature

The data-centric probabilistic process model integrated probabilistic process
and probabilistic database ([2] and [3] described the semantic of probabilistic
database and the query method of probabilistic database in details ). [4] pro-
vided a specification model of probabilistic business process and [9] described a
mathematical methodology about probabilistic process. [8] discussed the method
of testing probabilistic pre-order which could be a infrastructure if we discussed
the simulation relation of data-centric probabilistic business model. Comparing
with traditional probabilistic business process model, data-centric probabilistic
process model introduced the accessing ability to probabilistic database and ac-
commodated massive data manipulation. The theory of probabilistic database
extends from incomplete database (Specifically presented in [1] and [7]) and pro-
vide a tool to manage and store enormous stochastic data. The idea of atomic
process accessing database is inspired by [6] which was introduced ”Colombo”
model. ”Colombo” model is a data-centric process model without considering
probabilistic transitions or probabilistic data and it is specific in composition of
web service. Our data-centric probabilistic process model introduced probabilis-
tic business process and utilized probabilistic database to focus on stochastic
data management and random event occurrence in the field of process system.
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Meanwhile, our model described a framework of data-centric probabilistic pro-
cess system and it could be utilized not only in web service but also other business
process management system by adding specification features.

5 Conclusion

This paper coarsely stated the principle problem of my Ph.D work and intro-
duced a model of data-centric probabilistic process system which integrate prob-
abilistic process and probabilistic database. In future, we would like to improve
this model and discuss the verification of this model. Following the theoretical
work, the prototype of this model would be designed to attempt to handle the
realistic applications.
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